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Water Literacy Survey 

Lake questions
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• 5 recommendations made in April 2016 

• Inventory of existing water education 

programs, products, research, 

assessments and organizations in 

Alberta 

• A survey tool to assess water literacy 

levels 

Recommendations to improve water literacy
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• Survey created by Alberta Water Council’s 

Water Literacy Project Team 

• Initially delivered by phone to 100 

individuals across the province in 2015

• Put online for 2016/17, 2017/18 and 

2018/19

• Survey was distributed through AEP social 

media accounts, WPACs, non-profit 

organizations, at tradeshows & events 

Survey Background
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Who’s taking the survey? 
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• Fairly equal gender distribution

• 94%+ new respondents 

Year Number of 
complete
responses

Number of 
partial 

responses

Average Age 

2015 100 100 75

2016 286 420 52

2017 238 340 44

2018 31 45 48



Who’s taking the survey? 
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Calgary

Edmonton

Grande Prairie

Lethbridge

Other City/Town

Red Deer

Rural Alberta

Not answered



In comparison to other provinces like British Columbia and Ontario, 

would you say Alberta has a lower, equal or higher number of 

recreational lakes.
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Many of Alberta’s lakes are naturally shallow and rich in plant nutrients 

which make them more likely to have algae blooms.
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76%

15%

9%

True False Don't Know



Which of the following human activities that occur on the lakes or in the 

watersheds that surround them do you think affects the health of 

Alberta lakes?
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Urban development

Septic system draining
area

Recreational activities

Removal of shoreline
plants

Land uses such as
agriculture or industry



Who should have the most responsibility for ensuring 

Alberta lakes are healthy?
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Whether or not you own lakeshore property, which of the following 

activities could you personally do to help protect our lakes?
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Wash my car or boat at a carwash – not in my driveway or close to a lake

Reduce or eliminate my use of fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides

Find information about my local lake such as ways to protect it

Speak to an elected official about the health of Alberta’s lakes

Participate in a shoreline clean up or other lake event

Join a cottagers or lake stewardship group

Maintain my septic system

Clean, drain and dry boats, boots and waders when moving between…

Never dump my bait bucket when fishing.

Plant or leave native plants intact on my lakeshore property

None of these activities apply to me



Whether or not you own lakeshore property, which of the following 

activities to improve lake health have you done in the last 12 months?
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I have washed my car or boat at a carwash – not in my driveway or close to a lake

I have reduced or eliminated my use of fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides

I have found information about my local lake and ways to protect it

I have spoken to an elected official about the health of Alberta’s lakes.

I have participated in a shoreline clean up or other lake event

I have joined a cottagers or lake stewardship group

I have had maintenance done on my septic system

I have cleaned, drained, and dried boats, boots and waders when moving…

I have not dumped my bait bucket when fishing

I have planted or left native plants intact on my lake property to improve the…

I have not been to a lake or owned a lake cottage in the last 12 months

None of these activities apply to me



Knowledge ≠ Action! 
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Wash my car or boat at a carwash – not in my driveway or close to a lake

Reduce or eliminate my use of fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides

Find information about my local lake such as ways to protect it

Speak to an elected official about the health of Alberta’s lakes

Participate in a shoreline clean up or other lake event

Join a cottagers or lake stewardship group

Maintain my septic system

Clean, drain and dry boats, boots and waders when moving between bodies of…

Never dump my bait bucket when fishing.

Plant or leave native plants intact on my lakeshore property

None of these activities apply to me

What we do What we know



But don’t worry…. 

This is what environmental education is 

all about! 
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Respect our Lakes

Program Update
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• Program review in 2018/19

– Survey filled out by 61 

people  

• ARL Forum postponed due 

to the election 

Respect our Lakes Program 
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The ultimate outcome of Respect our Lakes is that 

Albertans understand, value and respect healthy 

lakes and their watersheds, and are actively 

involved in lake and watershed stewardship. 

Overall goal 
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• Brochures are a great resource

– Need better stewardship actions based on user group 

– More information on legislation 

– Bring down the language 

• Need different styles of resources 

– Infographics or videos 

• Need to continue to link to partner 

programs/resources that are already created 

What we heard…. 
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 Create(ing) key messages with experts from across 

the department to be able to create resources

 Create(ing) an education & outreach strategy 

 Met with partners to discuss ideas and needs 

 Started working on everything! 

What we did…
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• Shoreline assessment templates available on the 

water channel! 

Where we are now… 
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• Instruction sheet 

• Excel template to create graphs 

• ArcGIS template to create maps 

• Photoshop files to create front page 

• PDFs of back page

Shoreline Assessment Template 
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At the booth: 

• Draft content available for comment

– Brochures

– Infographics

Share your thoughts! 

Where we are now… 
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Brochures 
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Target 
specific user 

groups 
(audiences)

Address 
specific issues 

(Blue-green 
algae)



• “Lake users”

• Shoreline Owners

• Backlot Owners

• Recreationalists

• Agriculture

• Public 

Target Audiences 
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Partners

• Municipalities

• Stewardship 

groups

• eNGOs
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Aquatic 
Vegetation 
Removal 

Blue-Green 
Algae

Shoreline 
Lake 

Legislation 

Responsible 
Lake Living 

Responsible 
Lake 

Recreation

Agriculture 
Around 
Alberta 
Lakes

Lake 
Monitoring 
in Alberta

Brochure Topics



Looking for feedback on… 
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• What can we remove? SO MANY WORDS!

• What’s missing? (Hopefully nothing!) 

• Is the language appropriate for the target 

audience? 

• Do you have ideas for other visuals?  

• What other topics need to be included? 



“Infographics” 
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“Infographics” 
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• Finalize brochures & infographics

• Put together a Resource Kit Listing for 

tradeshows/events

– Include AIS listing 

• Finish “Lake 101 Presentation”  with info on: 

– Lakes in Alberta

– Lake Legislation

– Stewardship around lakes 

Next Steps
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Questions?



Janine Higgins, Community Engagement Lead 

Janine.Higgins@gov.ab.ca

587-986-6694

Thank you!  


